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NEW WORLD ORDER
The Age of the Antichrist
Part Six
YAHWEH GIVES A SHAKING PLAN FOR THE “NOW” TIME FRAME. YAHWEH
BRINGS FORWARD A GREAT REVELATION:
Hear Me clearly, servant. She does not want to begin the reconciliation work. Has she
even reached out and mentioned anything? She is not willing to take a chance to get to
know who We really made you to be. Let it be this real way that we get ready to leave
and live in My will in training for street ministry in this real work.
We seal the door in a permanent shifting and keep it as a monument of what will take
way with others that will keep a way in anger against a servant of Yahweh.
We will wait just a little bit to build an income to give out into My work. It is finished. The
former way—it is over. Now you clearly see it. What does that say? What does that say?
What does that say? I wanted them—all of them—to have that power surging into their
whole way. I wanted it for their whole way. I waited. I held you back from Mother’s Day.
Yes, I held you back from going forward because if I released you, the ark would have
no further openings, no further way to drink from your office mantle, from your power
surging. From now on, you will not be given a way to let the cut-off person taste of My
power no matter how hard they beg to have it. That’s why I held you back. That’s why
there were no real books planted. That’s why it felt so stagnant.
Too bad her covering did not say a word of warning. It is clearly spoken into the spirit
realm how I will cut off those who spoke out against this great work. We clearly gave a
grave way in a warning, stating that an effort must come forward to show that there is a
crack in the walls I could work through. But they will not let you in within. They harbor
ill ways. They cannot see that you are a world-level prophet.
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But now they will. They will beg to have the crumbs from the garbage that’s thrown away,
but I will not give them a way to taste what others experience. They will beg for a morsel
but will go hungry; spiritual hunger is what I refer to.
It is all over—all of that novice training—ended. And her mentor said nothing to shake
that stubborn, prideful person out of her ill way. It is over. No reconciliation was
attempted even though Yahweh reached out over and over. I am not ashamed of
rendering this judgment against that cut-off soul.
Seek Yahweh when there is a new prophet being presented. Do not shut them out, out
of fear. Make sure to keep your whole way open to whatever work Yahweh brings
forward. Bring yourself under Kingdom order. The time is here. It is now. It is pushing
forward, the new way that was kept hidden until the ark was sealed shut. Begin
advertising. Begin My way of engaging the people.
Begin to turn. There is a full shifting. You had a very hard test, which made you be near
these stubborn ways who ignored you and had ill ways against Yahweh’s work. I release
you from the state of Texas. Leave when Yahweh gives a way, and never become settled
here—ever. No longer look the old way. Begin the spiritual stripping now.
You are a fully released world-level prophet with a surging powerful way that
will build over the next three years from Christmas Day 2021 until the threeyear presentation is given into the earth. This is the three-year presentation
starting.
This is the beginning of the next part of the Age of the Antichrist. Well done, good and
faithful servant. It was a long hard novice training of a thirty-year work span, and you
have a major ten years to learn how the actual world-level mantle works.
Go out now. Yahweh will bring the power. Publish all of the books. It’s here. The power,
it’s here.
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In the New World Order, it’s not just the Christians who will be hunted down. Those who
believe in any other “god” and those who have beliefs in another savior will be hunted
down. Satan wants no other plan than to move in a controlling nature.
The New World Order will be a great deceiving plan. Who would not want the reward of
no more world hunger?
The way Satan will bring order is by deception and great fear. Pure Evil will be one of
Satan’s generals, a spirit prince under Satan who will bring a great way of movings of evil
where it seems like the earth is free from light. The opposite of Yahweh’s Kingdom will
lead.
Pure Evil has his nature portrayed in movies under a filtered presentation. But
when Pure Evil is released with full delegated surgings to unleash fear and torment, the
movie world will feel like Sunday school sessions. The horrors of occultic movies will be
lived out in daily living. The torture of the human will step away from the skin culture to
a “religion” plan.
No race, culture, or people group will be able to say their plan matters. Human life will
not matter. Your race will not matter. Where is a Christian gonna hide?! What movie can
portray the real way? The movie would have to be rated R.
If I showed the true ways of Hell, those who watch that will take in a terror way of PTSD—
truly afraid of dying, of God, and the afterlife.
Who would make My movie? A pioneer, one who has a true searing of the conscience,
maybe who has viewed many different levels of torture. Is that hard to understand?
Haven’t I trained you with seeing visions of art without a Kingdom nature? Aren’t you
being trained to see both angels and demons? Aren’t you dealing with Satan’s workers
and Satan himself?
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The New World Order is not a plan of government, leading with one natural
current world leader. The New World Order system that will build outlets with worldlevel nations will take away the freedom of the nature in a nation, replacing it with fear
of being without. A supernatural power will subdue world power nations and bring them
low before the Evil One, who yields to Satan.
No superpower way that is currently in existence will stand when Satan has a way to
bring torment over the whole earth.
It’s not just the Christians who will be hunted and killed. There will be an awakening to
a new level of Satan’s evil, given out through the generals Pure Evil and Murder. These
two are actual princes in Satan’s governing way, and when I remove My chosen who
have taken My gift of eternal living within the King’s will, they will have an unrestrained
level of Satan’s way within earthly realms and regions.
Do not be fooled. No one will have surging power in their own strength to enable them
to hide and live within the system with fake marks. The seeing way in the ways of the
movies: they see the tribulation from a human’s perspective. Get ready for a worldshaking plan in the natural, such as never seen.
Do not look to the local church to make you a follower of King Jesus. Seek Yahweh’s
Kingdom, not this fake way of living. Worship His Majesty, King Jesus. Let the power in
the Great Way begin to lead you. The Great Way returned to Heaven, and the Great Way
sent the Spirit of God for guidance and for a way to have a knowing of Kingdom dealings.
Please trust the Great Holy Spirit. He is able to keep you from falling, returning back to a
sinful place. Leave a door of your full way yielded open to serving King Jesus. Stop voting
for what you want. What does Yahweh say? How do you stay separated from an outside
force that is able to bind in the spirit realm yet bring forward natural ways of protection
and provision? Easy. Put Yahweh’s Kingdom first.
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Put Yahweh’s will first. Listen to the voice of the Great Holy Spirit. Let God be the Way,
the Truth, and the Life in daily living. The web way of deception is already being tested.
See how the crowds gather to look at one video, one outlet of social seeing ways.
Would a web begin with seeing the other way and gather data to say what would be
needed to bring fulfillment?
Every human needs to eat to stay living. Would food monopolization give birth to a way
of leverage over what nation will have success versus who will be in third-world ways?
The way in living is how Satan will shake nations off their pedestals of superpower status.
Just one plan of ravaging disease, just one killing off of the crops, world-level destruction
of food from animals.
See how easy it will be to bow and serve a plan governed with a failing peace plan that
still gives out food to starving world leaders and their nations? Why would religions shift?
There would be a way of relief in drinking healing with a tangible plan than with an
invisible “god.” Would your family, or would you take death by refusing the plan within
what structure leads?
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